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—- 4 "This invention relates to‘hair coverings, and 
l~has particular-reference to a process for making 
a product‘ simulating human or animal hair. 

‘ The principal object of this invention is to pro 
vide a novel process for the manufacture of prod 
ucts simulating human or animal hair. 
A further objectlof this invention is to provide 

a’ novel process for applying continuous lengths 
of hair-simulating ?bre to a base. 
Another obiect of this invention is to provide a' 

process of the character described which is-sim 
~ple and adapted to be carried out by even un 
skilled persons. 
More particularly, it is an object of this inven 

tion to provide a process for the application of 
continuous strands of ?brous material to a re 
silient or rubber-like base. which process in 
‘cludes the step of reciprocating a hollow needle 
into and out of said base. the needle having 
threaded therethrough the strands of ?brous ma- 1 
terials whereby a plurality of loops of ?brous ma 
terial are‘applied to the base, which loops may 
then be cut, and the resulting strands curled or 
waved to simulate natural hair. 
Other obiects and advantages of this inven 

tion it is believed may be readily apparent from 
the following detailed description of a preferred 
embodiment thereof, when read in connection 
with the drawings. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a front elevation of a doll’s head 

having applied thereto hair-simulating material 
in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
this invention. 

' Figure 2 is a sectional elevation taken substan 
tially on the line 2—2’of Figure l. ' 
Figure 3 is a view illustrating, in side eleva 

tion and in vertical section, a preferred type of 
needle to be used in carrying out the process. 
Figure 4 is a fragmentary side elevation, part 

IV in section, illustrating the needle in position 
to penetrate through the rubber-like base. 

Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 4, but illus 
trating the position of the needle as it penetrates 
the base. 

Figure 6 is a fragmentary side elevation, part 
ly in section, illustrating the position of the con 
tinuous strands of, ?bre after they have been ap 
plied to the base, and before they have been cut 
to provide the ?nished product. 
:_ Figure 7 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a 
modi?ed process "embodying the invention. 
Figure 8 is a fragmentary side elevation, part 

;ly _ in section,“ illustrating ‘the , ?brous strands ,an-. 
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2 
chored in place by means of the method shown in 
Figure 7. ‘ ’ 

Figure 9 is a diagrammatic 
another modi?cation. 
Figure 10'is a diagrammatic view illustrating 

yet another modi?cation of the invention. 
Figure 11 is a fragmentary side elevation, part 

ly in section, illustrating the ?brous strands an 
chored in place by means of the method illus 
trated in Figure 10. ~ ' ‘ 

Referring now to the drawings, the preferred 
embodiment of this invention is illustrated in 

view illustrating 

connection with the production of a doll’s head 
generally indicated In. The doll’s head is pref 
erably formed of a resilient, rubber~like material, 
and preferably is molded, in a manner familiar 
to those skilled in the art, of a plasticized resin 
composition. It is preferred to use a relatively 
soft, plasticized vinyl chloride polymer, although 
anv material having resilient or rubber-like prop 
erties may be'used. 
Secured to the base or scalp portion H of the 

head In is a plurality of hair-simulating strands 
of ?bres l2. These ?bres are applied to the head 
in accordance with the process illustrated in Fig 
ures 4 through 6. In carrying out this process a 
hollow needle I3 is provided. and it has been 
found that needles such as hypodermic needles 
are excellently suited to be used in carrying out 
this Process. It is preferred to use a hypodermic 
needle having a so-called Huber point, which as 
shown. comprises a hollow needle having a curved 
and sharpened end I5. I It has been found that 
there is less tendency for a needle of this type 
to cut out portions of the’ base material, but 

successfully ued and. in fact, any relatively nar 
row hollow needle having a sharp point and an 
opening adiacent the point may be used. 
The needle 13 is threaded with a number of 

strands of continuous ?bre [6. A preferred type 
of material is a 120 denier extruded ?bre sold 
under the trade name “Saran,” a vinylidine chlo 
ride plastic material. Here again other materials 
may be used, such as, for example, Vinyon, nylon, 
or any other suitable continuous ?bre material. 
Synthetic ?bres of this type are preferred, since 
they closely resemble human hair when applied 
by the process herein described. As shown, it is 
preferred to thread four strands of the continu 
ous ?bre through the hollow needle 13, the free 
ends 20 of the strands extending through the 
lower opening 2| of the needle and the other 
ends of the strands extending to a supply spool 
or spools (not shown). - - 
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The needle is thus “loaded” is then caused to 
be moved in a path to reciprocate into and out 
of the scalp portion ll, from the position shown 
in Figure 4 through the respective positions illus— 
trated in Figures 5 and 6. The needle during its 
downward stroke is caused to completely pene 
trate the base scalp portion so that the strands 
are caused to form the lower loops 23 shown in 
Figure 6. As the needle is withdrawn, the loops 
remainv in place, due to the'fact that-the free 
legs zllthereof' are gripped'by the‘rubberdike 
material of the scalp portion, and there being 
little frictional resistance between the supply’ 
legs 25 of the loops and the needle‘s'ince' the supply 
legs are completely encased within ‘the needle. 
There is therefore no tendency for'tl'ie- ‘lo‘o'p’to‘be‘ 
pulled out as the needle withdrawn- or re=~ 
tracted. The needle is caused alternately to pen 
etrate and be withdrawn over the entire area of 
the scalp portion, the points of‘penetration being 
spaced sufficiently close: together toT-afford ' com 
plete coverage. Upper loops ‘36 are“ thereby 
formed- and thesei loops‘ are» ‘out sit-their outer 
ends, and the resulting single-"strandsarecurled 
orf waved- to pi-oduceithef‘fln'ishedihair covering 
illustr'ated'in Figures 1 and 2'. I 
The inherent resiliency ofythe base material 

't’end‘s‘to maintain th'e'strandso'f hair in place, 
but" 111- career to‘ avoidpulli'ng- ‘out of- the ‘hair on 
rough handling the ?bres are’?rliily’anchored in 
place; A" preferred method for‘ ‘anchoring? the 
soles‘ shares the‘ use‘ of an adhesive‘ material. 
no adhesivé'mat'e’rial may be‘ uses-'wnidh‘is not 
compatible'with' the ‘material’ of diseases-recap 
portion, 1; el, one which does not have-a solvent 
action for‘ the base" material, or" vice‘ ve‘rsa'. I 
prefer‘ to ‘ ' ‘"e' ordinary‘ carpenters glue; but other 
adhesives'such as calcined‘ magnesium o‘Xy-Jc'lqilo 
ride in a solution or magnesium chloride (is-22 
Béi)‘, plaster of Paris; etc; mayv'be'used. The'liq 
uid adhesive is merely poured‘ into the‘ inverted 
head and allowed‘ to set as‘7a‘fllm1indicated‘at‘33, 
whereby the strands are‘?rnily‘anchored in place. 
While the reciprocation" of the needle may be 

accomplished by ha, d‘, it" isv preferred‘ to‘ mount 
a gang'o'f at least four ne‘edlesupoh a machine 
(not shown) is arranged to“ vertically re 
ciprocate the gang of needles. such machine is 
neither shown nor described in detail since any 
mechanical device maybe" used and since it does ' 
not per se form a‘ part oftliis'invefition. refur 
ther'facilitate' the operation the head iiil'is'placed 
upon a mandrel 39 which is, mounted directly 
snow‘ the-needle is m-jbeidsi the eerie" of needles, 
as‘v the case may: be, the assessments provided 
was a central recess a! in which the needle or 
needles are received at the lower portion of the 
downward stroke. When the needles are mount‘ 
ed for mechanical reciprocation as described 
above the‘ operator simply moves the head about 
on the mandrel to obtain complete coverage of 
the scalp portion. ’ 
In Figure 7 is illustrated a modi?ed method 

for securing the hair to‘ the‘ scalp portion H. 
Here a jet of gas is forced through a nozzle iii], 
the gas‘ being at a temperature su?iciently high 
to cause the loops 23‘ to become fused. It has 
been found that with ?bres“ of thermoplastic ma 
terial such as Saran», hot air at a temperature 
of about 660° F. is satisfactory in fusing; the loops 
without affecting the scalp, portion H; It has 
been found that the jet of hot air need only be 
directed atany onegroup of loops for only a few 
seconds to fuse the loops into the form of nodules 
indicated at 42 in Figure 8; These lumps or nod-a 
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ules 42 are of su?icient size so that they prevent 
withdrawal of the air strands from the scalp 
portion. During the process of fusing, the loops 
tend to curl and shrink so that the nodules 42 
thus formed are brought into contact with the 
underside of the scalp portion i! as shown in 
Figure 8. 
Another modi?ed method for anchoring the 

hair strands in place on the scalp portion is 
shown iii-Figure 9. Hérefa relativelythin ?lm 
($5 of thermoplastic material of the same type as 
that used for the hair strands is placed inside of 
the scalp portion H and against the loops 23. 
A'he‘ate'd'ma'ndr‘el or die 46 is then inserted into 
the scalp portion and contacts the ?lm 45 under 
pressure'to fuse the same integrally with the 
loops 23. 
‘In-Figure it) is illustrated a further modi?ca 

tlon of the invention. In carrying out this form 
of the invention, the hair strands are spaced rel 
ative to-thelength of the=loops23~so that-when 
the loops are, deformed to thee-position shown. in ' 
Figure‘ ll, adjacent loops. are: iii-contact- with 
each other.~ Inorder to anchor the'stl‘ands in 
place=a heated die li?risdrawnacross the under 
side of the scalp‘portionv it with suf?cient pres 
sure to'force the loops 23 againstv the scalp por 
tion-and. to-fuse-adjacent- loopstogether aslshown 
in Figure 11. ' 
While the proccsswhichi embodies this inven 

tion has been described with reference to the 
application of» hair-simulating‘?bz‘es to'- a- doill’s 
head, it will be readily apparent thatt-he process 
isnot inherently so limited, and‘ may be used in 
applying hair to‘ toy animals and. the‘ like, and 
in the manufacture of other products adapted’ to 
simulate hair, such as wigs and‘ the like.» Fur 
thcrmore,while-the base H isdescribBd' as‘ being 
of a rubber~like material,’ it- is- apparent that'a 
fabric base impregnated with a rubber-like mate 
rial may ‘oe'used. 
Having fully described my invention, it is to 

be understoodtha-t I do not wishv to be limited to 
the details herein set forth), but‘ my invention is 
of the full scope of the appended claims. 
I claim: 
1. In a process of the character described, the 

steps which comprise vertically reciprocating- the 
pointed‘ end of a hollow needle into, through. and 
out of a rubber-like base, said needle having an 
opening- in the pointed end thereof, said needle 
having a strand of continuous ?bre threaded 
therethroug'h, the free end of said strand extend 
ing outwardly through the opening, said rubber 
like base being su?iciently resilient to grip the 
strand and maintain it in place whereby said 
strand is repeatedly embedded in said base and 
formed into a plurality of loops on both sides of 
said base as said needle is reciprocated; cutting 
the‘ outer ends of the loops on one side of the 
base; and fusing said uncut loops on the other 
side of said base to form nodules of greater di 
ameter than said strands. ‘ 

2. In a process of the character described, the 
steps which comprise vertically reciprocating the 
pointed end of a hollow needle into, through and 
out of a rubber-‘like ‘base, said needle having an 
opening in the‘ pointed end thereof, said needle 
having a strand of continuous ?bre threaded 
therethrough, the free end of said strand ear 
tending outwardly through the opening, said 
rubberelike' base being sufficiently resilient tog'rip 
the strand and maintain it in place whereby said 
strand is repeatedly embedded in said base and 
formed into a plurality of'loops on both ‘sides 
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of said base; cutting the outer ends of the loops 
on one side of the base as said needle is recipro 
cated; and directing a jet of hot gas at said‘un 
cut loops on the other side of said base whereby 

‘ said loops are fused to form nodules of greater 
diameter than said strands. _ 

3. In a process of the character described, the 
steps which comprise vertically reciprocating the ' 
pointed end of a hollow needle into, through and 
out of a rubber-like base, said needle having an 
vopening in the pointed end thereof, said needle 
having a strand of continuous ?bre threaded 
therethrough, the free end of said strand ex 
tending outwardly through the opening, said 
.ru'bber-like base being. su?iciently resilient to 
grip the strand and maintainit in place whereby 
said strand is repeatedly embedded in said base 
and formed into a plurality of loops on both sides 
of‘said base as saidneedle is reciprocated; cutting 
the outer ends of the loops on one side of the 
base; applying a relatively thin '?lm of thermo— 
plastic material to said uncut loops on the other 
‘side of said base; and fusing said ?lm to said 
loops by means of heat and pressure.v 

4. In a process of the character described, the 
steps which comprise vertically reciprocating the 
pointed end of a hollow needle into, through and 
out of a rubber-like base, said needle having an 
opening in the pointed end thereof, said needle 
having a strand of continuous ?bre threaded 
therethrough, the free end of said strand ex 
tending outwardly through the opening, said 
rubber-like base being sufficiently resilient to 
grip the strand and maintain it in place whereby 
said strand is repeatedly embedded in said base 
and formed into a plurality of loops on ‘both sides 
of said base as said needle is reciprocated; cut 
ting the outer ends of the loops on one side of 
the base; and applying heat and pressure to said 
uncut loops 0n the other side of said base whereby 
adjacent loops are fused together. 

5. In a process for applying hair to a hollow 
doll head, the steps which comprise reciprocating 
the pointed end of a hollow needle into, through 
and out of the scalp portion of said doll, said scalp 
portion comprising a rubber-like base, said needle 
having an opening in the pointed end thereof 
and a strand of continuous ?bre threaded there 
through with the free end of the strand extend 
ing outwardly through the opening, said rubber 
like base being su?iciently resilient to grip the 
strand and maintain it in place, whereby said 
strand is repeatedly embedded in said base and 
formed into a plurality of loops on both the in 
terior and exterior sides of said scalp portion 
as said needle is reciprocated; cutting the loops 
extending from the exterior side of said scalp 
Portion to form individual strands, and changing 
the con?guration of said individual strands on 
the exterior side of said scalp portion. 

6. In a process for applying hair to a hollow 
doll head, the steps which comprise vertically 
reciprocating the pointed end of a hollow needle 
into, through and out of the scalp portion of 
said doll, said scalp portion comprising a rubber 
like base, said needle having an opening in the 
pointed end thereof and a strand of continuous 
?bre threaded therethrough with the free end 
of the strand extending outwardly through the 
opening, said rubber-like base being su?iciently 
resilient to grip the strand and maintain it in 
place, whereby said strand is repeatedly em 
bedded in said base and formed into a plurality 
of‘ loops on both the interior and exterior sides 
of said scalp portion as said needle is recipro 
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cated; cutting the loops extending from the ex 
terior side of said scalp portion to form individual 
strands; anchoring the loops on the interior side 
of said scalp portion, and changing the con?gura 
tion of said individual strands on the exterior 
side of said scalp portion. 

7. Ina process for applying hair to .a hollow 
doll head, the steps which comprise vertically 
reciprocating the pointed end of a hollow needle 
into, through and out of the scalp portion of 
said doll, said scalp portion comprising a rubber 
likebase, said needle having an opening in the 
pointed end thereof and a strand of continuous 
thermoplastic ?bre threaded therethroughwith 
__the free end, of the strand extending outwardly 
__-through the opening, said rubber-like base, being 
,su?icientlyresilient to gripthe stranduand main 
,__tain'it_; in place, whereby said strand is repeatedly 
embedded in;said base and formed into aplu 
,ralityof loops on both the interior and exterior 
sides of said scalp portion as said needleis re 
ciprocated; cutting the loops extending from the 
exterior side of said,__scalp_portion to form vin, 
dividual strands; fusing said uncut loops on the 
interior side of said scalp portion to form nodules 
of greater diameter than said strands; and 
changing the con?guration of said individual 
strands on the exterior side of said scalp portion. 

8. In a process of the character described, the 
steps which comprise threading a strand of con 
tinuous ?bre through a hollow needle having an 
opening in the pointed end thereof, forming a 
supply leg of said strand encased in said needle 
and a free leg of said strand exteriorly of said 
needle and extending from said opening, insert 
ing said needle through a rubber-like base from 
one side thereof to form a loop on the other side 
of said base, withdrawing said needle completely 
therefrom a substantial distance, said rubber-like 
base being sufficiently resilient to grip said free 
leg and prevent withdrawal thereof as the needle 
is withdrawn and to prevent withdrawal of the 
portion of the strand previously comprising the 
supply leg and left in the base as a result of the 
withdrawal of said needle, whereby said loop as 
a whole remains in place, forming a loop on said 
one side of said base by again inserting said 
needle through said base, repeating the steps of 
insertion and withdrawal to form a plurality of 
loops on both sides of said base, cutting the loops 
extending from one side of the base to form indi 
vidual strands and waving said individual strands 
to change the con?guration thereof. 

9. In a process of the character described, the 
steps which comprise threading a strand of con 
tinuous ?bre through a hollow needle having an 
opening in the pointed end thereof, forming a 
supply leg of said strand encased in said needle 
and a free leg of said strand exteriorly of said 
needle and extending from said opening, insert 
ing said needle through a rubber-like base from 
one side thereof to form a loop on the other side 
of said base, withdrawing said needle completely 
therefrom a substantial distance, said rubber-like 
base being sufiiciently resilient to grip said free 
leg and prevent withdrawal thereof as the needle 
is withdrawn and to prevent withdrawal of the 
portion of the strand previously comprising the 
supply leg and left in the base as a result of the 
withdrawal of said needle, whereby said loop as 
a whole remains in place, forming a loop on said ‘ 
one side of said base by again inserting said 
needle through said base, repeating the steps of 
insertion and withdrawal to form a plurality of 
loops on both sides of said base, cutting the loops 
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‘oii'e "éiéié of @616 base; to ‘ram i?dividuél 
‘wanes, ancho?ng ‘do we ease the 100155 ghe 
‘ache: side of said base, and‘ waving Said 11'1dlVld 

10. In 9; prbcess {6'1" applying hair to a bellow 
doll head, the steps which eompiis'e réeip'rocating 
‘theeliointed 'ér'id 6f 9, hollow meme i?td, through 
"e‘uid out (if ?he scalp pdrtién of éaid (1011, said 
{'scélb pOi‘tiOn comprisitig a} flibbér-like' base, éaid 
?eédle having 'ari ‘opénifig in the ‘painted end 
"bliéx‘éof mid a; s’ol‘a'?d O'f écjntiimous ?bi‘e threaded 

extending fr'dir'i the eitei‘iéi‘ Side 5f said Sbélb 
"pumon to form ifldivi'du'el strands; 
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iia'tq, ziiremg‘h ‘aria éut 6f the's‘éalp pbrtion'of 
‘slat-1d d611, said écaip portion comprising a rubber 
lik'e base, said needle having Aopenin'g in the 
‘tibinted e?d théfeof and a strand of continuous 
?bre‘ thi'éetdeii theréthl‘olig'h With the free end bf 
the strand‘ extending outwardly through the 
epe?ingi, Isaid rubbefalike base being suf?eiently 
fesi-lient grip the‘ strand 85nd maintain it ‘in 
place; whereby said strand is repeatedly em 
bedded in's'aidrybase and formed into‘ a plurality 
0i ldbp's' on b'dth the interim? and exterior‘ sides 
of said séaliipo'rtio'n as‘ said needle is tempted 
‘dated; ‘cutting the leaps extending from the ex 
terior Side of 'sa-id'sc'alp poi-Mon to form indi 
'vidual strén?s} and ancher'ing ‘the leaps o? the 

scalp portion. _ _ ' ' 
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